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Control of electronic properties of a-„BEDT-TTF …2MHg„SCN…4 „MÄK, NH 4… by the uniaxial
strain method
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Systematic uniaxial strain studies ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 (M5K,NH4! have been carried out. By
controlling the in-plane lattice parametersa andc independently, we find that both compounds have essentially
the same phase diagram in electronic properties, although, under the hydrostatic pressures, they show quite
different phase diagrams. The K salt shows the superconductivity like NH4 salt under thec-axis uniaxial strain,
and the latter undergoes a transition to the density-wave state like the former under thea-axis uniaxial strain.
These changes in electronic structures are verified by measuring the angle-dependent magnetoresistance. The
electronic properties of these compounds can be systematically understood as a function ofc/a, the ratio of the
in-plane lattice parameters.

DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevB.64.155104 PACS number~s!: 71.18.1y, 74.62.Fj, 74.70.Kn
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I. INTRODUCTION

An isostructural series of compoun
a-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 (M5K,Rb,Tl,NH4), where
BEDT-TTF denotes bis~ethylenedithio!tertrathiafulvalene,
has attracted much attention due to the variety of intrigu
electronic properties. This system has a highly tw
dimensional electronic structure, since donor molecular c
ducting planes are sandwiched by thick insulating anion l
ers. The chevronlike donor molecular arrangement within
conducting plane leads to a unique electronic structure.
Fermi surface is composed of both a two-dimensional~2D!
cylinder and a pair of one-dimensional~1D! sheets as pre
dicted by the tight-binding band structure calculation.1,2

Among them a-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 (M
5K,Rb,Tl) shows a transition to density-wave~DW! states
at about 10 K.3–5 The temperature dependence of the res
tivity of these compounds shows a steplike anomaly at
transition temperatureTDW , and the angle-dependent ma
netoresistance oscillation~AMRO! pattern dramatically
changes belowTDW , suggesting the reconstruction of th
Fermi surface.6 It is generally considered that this transitio
originates in the nesting instability of the one-dimensio
part of the Fermi surface.7 Under the hydrostatic pressure th
DW state is suppressed and the normal metallic prope
are observed. In spite of a number of experimental and
oretical studies, the exact nature of the ground state rem
to be discussed. On the other hand, the NH4 salt shows su-
perconductivity below about 1 K at ambient pressure.8 The
superconductivity was suppressed under the hydrostatic p
sure, and the normal metallic state is stabilized without
transition to the DW state. Although these compounds
isostructural and their lattice parameters are almost the sa
only the NH4 salt shows superconductivity at ambie
pressure.9 It is still an open question what causes the diffe
ence in their electrical properties.

In order to examine the role of anisotropy in the differe
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electronic properties and to search for novel electronic sta
we performed a systematic uniaxial strain study on the i
structural compounds ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 (M
5K,NH4) having different low-temperature ground state
By controlling the in-plane lattice parameters, we found th
both compounds have essentially the same phase diagra
electronic properties. It is possible to understand the e
tronic properties of this series of compounds as a function
c/a, the ratio of the in-plane lattice parameters in the co
ducting plane.

II. EXPERIMENT

The basic idea of the uniaxial strain method is to co
press a sample in a hard cylinder as suppressing the ex
sion perpendicular to the applied force due to Poisson
fects. Details of the experimental technique have be
described in our previous paper.10 We used a clamp-type
Be-Cu pressure cell for this purpose. A sample crystal to
studied was embedded in organic materials such as
frozen-oil or epoxy resin. We used the Demnum S-20 as
oil and the Stycast 1266 as the epoxy resin. The sam
composite was inserted in the pressure cell and then an
ternal force was applied to a piston put on the sample co
posite. The cell cylinder hinders Poisson’s effect when
cell is hard enough compared to the sample composite.
the frozen-oil method, the pressure cell was first coo
down to low temperatures so as to freeze the oil. Then
external force was applied at 20 K. The applied press
denoted below indicates the pressure applied on the cr
sectional area of the rod of the sample composite. The m
mum pressure applied was 10 kbar, which creates the s
of about24%, although the exact value of the strain is u
certain at the present stage.11 The lowest temperature reache
was 0.6 K.

Single crystals of a-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 (M
5K,NH4) were prepared by standard electrochemical oxi
tion method. The typical size of investigated single cryst
was 0.530.530.1 mm3. Their crystallographic axes wer
©2001 The American Physical Society04-1
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identified by x-ray diffraction measurements. The electri
resistance measurements under the uniaxial strain were
formed by the conventional four-probe dc method. Four g
wires are attached on both sides of crystal surface~ac plane!
with carbon paste as electrodes. We used the frozen
method to systematically study the effect of the uniax
strain on the title compounds except for the AMRO stu
where the epoxy method was employed. The out-of pl
resistance of a-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 (M5K,NH4)
was measured under the uniaxial strain created along tha,
b* , andc axes independently.

III. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Effect of the b* -axis uniaxial strain

Figure 1 shows the temperature dependence of the ou
plane resistance ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 under the
uniaxial strain along theb* axis, normal to the conducting
ac plane. The pressure was applied at 20 K. Under the z
strain the steplike anomaly of the resistance was obse
around 8 K, indicating the onset of the transition to the D
state. The DW state was suppressed by theb* -axis strain and
its transition temperatureTDW , which is defined as the tem
perature at which the derivativedR/dT shows a minimum,
decreasing with an increase of the applied pressure. Abo
kbar ~strain of about22.8%! we observed no sign of resis
tance anomaly associated with the DW transition.

The suppression of the DW state is attributable to
suppression of the nesting instability of the Fermi surfa
due to the increase in the warping of the 1D part of the Fe
surface. The external force parallel to theb* axis causes no
only the increase in the interplane bandwidth but also
change in the intraplane band structure, possibly leadin
the increase in the Fermi surface warping. It is to be no
that the change in the intraplane band structure is poss
because the donor molecular long axis is not parallel to
b* axis. Rotations of molecules might be caused by
b* -axis strain.

FIG. 1. The temperature dependence of the out-of plane re
tance of a-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 under the uniaxial strain
along theb* axis, normal to the conductingac plane. The externa
pressure was applied at 20 K using the frozen-oil method.
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We also found a sharp drop in the low-temperatu
resistance under high pressures above 5 kbar~strain
of about 22%!, suggesting the onset of the superco
ducting transition. Figure 2~a! shows the magnetic-field
dependence of the out-of plane magnetoresistance
a-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 under the b* -axis uniaxial
strain. The large magnetoresistance characteristic of the
state was observed at ambient pressure.12 As the pressure
was increased, the magnetoresistance became small,
lowed by a sharp drop of the low-field magnetoresistan
above 5 kbar, indicating the superconducting critical fie
behavior as shown in Fig. 2~b!. Both the superconducting
critical field HC and the transition temperatureTC continued
to increase with increasing external pressure. At the ma
mum pressure of 10 kbar the magnetoresistance shows
almost sublinear magnetic field dependence, suggesting
resurrection of the original Fermi surface as predicted by
band calculation and observed in the NH4 compound. We
note that no Shubnikov–de Haas~SdH! oscillations were ob-
served up to 12 T in the present crystal, presumably du
the poor quality of the crystal.

Figure 3 shows the temperature dependence of the ou
plane resistance ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 under the
b* -axis uniaxial strain. In contrast to a-
~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4, a-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4
showed a superconducting transition at 1.5 K at ambi
pressure. We found that theb* -axis uniaxial strain gradually
increases theTC . At the maximum applied pressure of 1

is-

FIG. 2. ~a! The magnetic-field dependence of the out-of pla
magnetoresistance ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 under the
b* -axis uniaxial strain at 0.6 K. The magnetic field was appli
along theb* axis.~b! The magnetoresistance at low magnetic fie
4-2
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kbar, theTC reached 4.5 K, which is three times higher th
that at ambient pressure. Figure 4 shows the magnetic-
dependence of the magnetoresistance under theb* -axis
uniaxial strain. In this compound, the SdH oscillation sup
imposed on the smooth background magnetoresistance
clearly observed. Although the oscillation amplitude d
creased rapidly with increasing strain, the SdH oscillat
was still observable at the maximum applied pressure o
kbar ~strain of about24%!. Figure 5~a! shows the pressure
dependent Fourier-transform~FT! spectra, and the pressu
dependence of the~SdH! frequency is given in Fig. 5~b!.
Under the zero strain we observed the single fundame
frequency of 572626 T, which is in good agreement wit
the previous SdH and de Haas–van Alphen~dHvA!
measurements.13,14This oscillation is ascribed to the 2D pa
of the Fermi surface.

We found that the SdH frequency is almost independ
of pressure or slightly increased at the rate of13 T/kbar with
theb* -axis uniaxial strain. It has been reported that the S
frequency of this compound increases at the rate of117

FIG. 3. The temperature dependence of the out-of-plane re
tance ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 under the uniaxial strain
along theb* axis, normal to the conductingac plane. The externa
pressure was applied at 20 K using the frozen-oil method.

FIG. 4. The magnetic-field dependence of the magnetoresist
of a-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 under theb* -axis uniaxial strain
at 0.6 K. The magnetic field was applied along theb* axis.
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T/kbar under the hydrostatic pressure,15 and decreases at th
rate of240 T/kbar under theb* -axis uniaxialstress.16 Since
the fundamental frequency is proportional to the cro
sectional area of the 2D Fermi surface and, therefore, to
first approximation, is proportional to the size of the fir
Brillouin zone, the different pressure dependence of the f
damental frequency is consistent with the different nature
the applied pressures. Hydrostatic pressure compresse
unit cell, leading to the increase in the area of the first B
louin zone. On the other hand, theb* -axis uniaxialstress
expands the in-plane lattice parameters due to Poisson
fects. Therefore the area of the first Brillouin zone decrea
The much smaller dependence of the SdH frequency on p
sure in the present study suggests that the strain create
the crystal has a uniaxial nature. This ascertains that Pois
effects is basically suppressed. The small dependence
pressure is ascribed to either the incomplete suppressio
Poisson effects or some changes in the intraplane band s
ture or both.

Camposet al. have found that the uniaxial stress appli
perpendicular to the conducting plane induces and enha
the superconductivity in the K compound and NH4 com-
pound, respectively.16 They also found a systematic trend
the increase ofTC with the real space expansion in theac
plane. In the present uniaxialstrain study, the expansion in
the ac plane is negligible. Nevertheless, the superconduc
ity was also enhanced. Therefore, we have to consider o
factors to account for the large enhancement of the super
ductivity under the uniaxial strain/stress in these compoun
The increase in the interplane bandwidth and/or the mod
cation of intraplane band structure should be carefully c
sidered for more quantitative discussions.

B. Effect of the in-plane c-axis and a-axis uniaxial strain

Drastic changes in the electronic properties were obser
under the uniaxial strain within the conducting planes. El
tronic properties of these compounds are largely domina
by the direction of the in-plane uniaxial strain.

Figure 6~a! shows the temperature dependence of
out-of plane resistance ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 under
the uniaxial strain along thec axis. The DW state was gradu
ally suppressed with increasing strain and the supercon

is-

ce

FIG. 5. The pressure dependence of the~a! Fourier-transform
~FT! spectra and the~b! SdH frequency. The solid line is a guide fo
the eye.
4-3
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tivity was induced under the large strain. AlthoughTC con-
tinued to increase up to the maximum pressure of 10 k
~strain of about24%!, the resistance never reached ze
within the temperature range investigated, presumably du
the low TC and the broad transition temperature width. T
latter suggests the existence of the inhomogeneous s
within the crystal. Overall features under thec-axis uniaxial
strain were similar to those under theb* -axis uniaxial strain.

In case ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4~SCN!4!, the effect of the
c-axis uniaxial strain was dramatic. The superconduct
transition temperatureTC initially increased up to about 6 K
which is four times higher than the one at ambient press
by the application of thec-axis uniaxial strain of about22%
~external pressure of 5 kbar!, as shown in Fig. 6~b!. At the
higher applied pressures above 5 kbar,TC turned to decrease
with further increasing the pressure. These res
in both compounds suggest that thec-axis compression
stabilizes the superconducting state. It has been repo
that among the series of the isostructural compou
a-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg(XCN!4 (M5K,Rb,NH4; X5S,Se),
only the superconducting NH4Hg~SCN!4 salt shows a signifi-
cant decrease in the ratio of the in-plane lattice constantc/a

FIG. 6. The temperature dependence of the out-of-plane re
tance of ~a! a-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 and ~b!
a-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 under the uniaxial strain along thec
axis. The external pressure was applied at 20 K using the froze
method. The inset in~a! shows the donor layer structure viewe
along the molecular long axis. The arrows denote the direction
the strain.
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below about 200 K at ambient pressure.17 We found, in ac-
cordance with the anisotropic thermal contraction, the red
tion in c plays a dominant role in the appearance of t
superconductivity.

The effect of the in-planea-axis uniaxial strain was com
pletely different from that of the in-planec-axis uniaxial
strain. Figure 7~a! depicts the temperature dependence of
out-of plane resistance ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 under
the a-axis uniaxial strain. The DW state was entirely su
pressed under the external pressure of 1 kbar~strain of about
20.4%!, and the normal metallic behavior was observ
down to 0.6 K and up to 10 kbar. Under thea-axis strain the
critical pressure to suppress the DW state was less tha
kbar, which is so small compared to that under the hyd
static pressure, 5 kbar. It implies that the hydrostatic press
effectively compresses the sample along thea axis, the high-
est conducting axis.

As shown in Fig. 7~b!, the superconducting transitio
temperatureTc is lowered by the in-planea-axis uniaxial
strain in a-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 and at above 4.5
kbar ~strain of about21.8%! the resistance does not reac
zero down to 0.6 K. At the high external pressures abov
kbar ~strain of about22.8%!, this compound showed th
normal metallic temperature dependence of the resista
down to 0.6 K, while in the intermediate external pressu

is-

oil

f

FIG. 7. The temperature dependence of the out-of-plane re
tance of ~a! a-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 and ~b!
a-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 under the uniaxial strain along th
a axis. The external pressure was applied at 20 K using the froz
oil method. The inset in~a! shows the donor layer structure viewe
along the molecular long axis. The arrows denote the direction
the strain.
4-4
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CONTROL OF ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 155104
range, 4–6 kbar~strain of about21.6% to21.8%!, the step-
like anomalies were observed at about 10 K in the temp
ture dependence of the resistance. These anomalies app
at the intermediate pressures are reminiscent of the DW t
sition observed ina-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4. In order to
investigate this low-temperature state more precisely, we
formed the AMRO study ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4
under thea-axis uniaxial strain. We employed the epox
method to uniaxially compress the crystalline sample, si
it is feasible for the rotation of the sample in the magne
field because of the absence of the force-transmitting sys
from outside.

Figure 8 shows the temperature dependence of the ou
plane resistance ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 under the
a-axis uniaxial strain by use of the epoxy method. The pr
sure was applied at room temperature. The resista
anomaly at 10 K was clearly observed at the external p
sure of 2.5 kbar, which corresponds to about 5 kbar in
frozen-oil method,10 and it disappeared above 6 kbar. Over
feature in the epoxy method is essentially the same as th
the frozen-oil method.

Figure 9 shows the angle-dependent magnetoresistan
a-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 on the magnetic field direc
tion under the external pressure of 2.5 kbar along thea axis.
The sample crystal was rotated around the crystallographa
axis and thec8 axis, normal to theab* plane, in the mag-
netic field. The field anglesv andx were measured from th
ab* and theb* c8 plane, respectively. Magnetoresistan
was collected as a function ofx ~or v! for different offset
anglevoffset ~or xoffset!. We note that the anglex ~or v! is
regarded as the polar angleu only when the other onev ~or
x! is just equal to zero. In such conditions, the positions
the dips in the magnetoresistance were found to be peri
in tanu ~u5x or v! without the phase shift betweenu.0
andu,0, as shown in the inset of Fig. 10. These features
characteristic of the AMRO due to the quasi-on
dimensional Fermi surface. We also found the large ani
ropy in the AMRO depending on the offset anglevoffset. It
means that the AMRO pattern strongly depends on the di
tion of the azimuthal anglef, which is measured from thec

FIG. 8. The temperature dependence of the out-of-plane re
tance ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 under thea-axis uniaxial
strain. The external pressure was applied at room temperature u
the epoxy-crystal method.
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FIG. 9. The angle-dependent magnetoresistance
a-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 on the magnetic field direction a
1.5 K under the external pressure of 2.5 kbar along thea axis. The
field anglesv and x were measured from theab* plane and the
b* c8 plane, respectively.

FIG. 10. The positions of the dips in the magnetoresistance p
ted in polar coordinates forX5tanu sinf and Y5tanu sinf,
which corresponds toX5tanx and Y5tanv/ cosx, respectively.
The inset shows the positions of the dips in the magnetoresist
against tanu.
4-5
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axis. In Fig. 10 the positions of the dips were plotted in po
coordinates forX5tanu sinf andY5tanu sinf, which cor-
responds toX5tanx andY5tanv/ cosx, respectively. One
observes the regularity in the positions of the dips. The s
lines in Fig. 10 can be described as

tanu sin~f1f0!51.30N10.5,

wheref0531° andN522,21,0,1,2. The periodicity of the
dip position against the polar angle has the minimum af
5f0 and has the 1/sin(f1f0) dependence. Hence, these p
riodic dips in the AMRO are ascribed to the quasi-on
dimensional Fermi surface running parallel to the direct
tilted with f0531° from the c axis. This reconstructed
Fermi surface ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 under the
a-axis uniaxial strain was found to be very similar to that
a-~BEDT-TTF!2KHg~SCN!4 at ambient pressure.18,19 There-
fore we conclude that the DW state, just like the K salt,
induced in the NH4 salt under thea-axis uniaxial strain.

IV. DISCUSSION

From these systematic uniaxial strain studies, we deri
the phase diagram ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4 as
shown in Fig. 11. Here, the strain at 10 kbar is estimated
be about24%, although the exact value is uncertain at t
present stage.11 The phase diagram of the K salt is essentia
the same as that of the NH4 salt. Their electronic propertie
were found to be largely dominated by the direction of t
uniaxial strain created in the conducting plane. The lo
temperature ground state of these isostructural compou
varies from the metallic state through the density-wave st
to the superconducting state with decreasing the ratio of
in-plane lattice constantc/a.

It should be mentioned that the in-plane uniaxialstress
study of the K salt was carried out by Brookset al.20 re-
cently. They observed the destruction of the DW for bo
in-plane stress directions but no superconducting transiti

FIG. 11. The phase diagram ofa-~BEDT-TTF!2NH4Hg~SCN!4.
The strain at 10 kbar is estimated to be about24% in the frozen-oil
method, although the exact value is uncertain at the present s
The arrow indicates the value ofc/a in the NH4 and K compounds
at ambient pressure.
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The suppression of the DW by thea-axis stress was moder
ate compared to that by thec-axis stress. These results are
contrast to those of the present uniaxialstrain study. In their
method the Poisson effects are present. This makes it d
cult to discriminate between the effects of the compress
of the sample parallel to the stress and those of the expan
along the perpendicular direction. In contrast, the pres
uniaxial strain method excludes the Poisson effects. Th
fore, our method is preferable for the discussion on the re
tionship between the changes in electronic properties
that of the crystal structure.

In a-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 (M5K,NH4) the interco-
lumnar (ia) interaction is stronger than the intracolumn
(ic) one within the conducting donor layer, leading to t
one-dimensional open Fermi surface perpendicular to tha
axis. Therefore, naively speaking, the reduction ofa, the lat-
tice constant along the intercolumnar direction, makes
system more one-dimensional, and the reduction of thec, the
lattice constant along the intercolumnar direction, makes
system more two-dimensional. This is consistent with
suppression of the DW state in the K salt by thec-axis
uniaxial strain and the inducement of the DW state in
NH4 salt by thea-axis uniaxial strain. Due to the anisotrop
thermal contraction, the electronic structure of the NH4 salt
is considered to be more 2D than that of the K salt at amb
pressure, leading to the absence of the DW transition in
former salt. The present study strongly suggests that
small difference in thec/a, that is to say, the in-plane an
isotropy, is the origin of the difference in their electron
properties at low temperatures.

However, it remains an open question why the DW st
is suppressed by furthera-axis uniaxial strain and there ap
pears to be no superconductivity in the temperature range
studied. The above consideration is too naive to discuss
topology of the Fermi surface, since the donor molecu
have a triangular network and do not stack uniformly with
a column. Therefore, we need the exact arrangement of
molecules to precisely discuss the electronic structure
the topology of the Fermi surface under the uniaxial stra
In addition, we should consider other effects such as
reduction in the density of states to account for the ab
results. It has been theoretically pointed out that the incre
in the bandwidth along the 1D direction reduces the den
of states at the Fermi level, leading to the suppression of
SDW state in the quasi-1D organic conductors, (TMTSF)2X,
where TMTSF is tetramethyltetraselenafulvalene.21 A similar
explanation is considered to be possible in the present
tem.

Another point to be noted is the inducement and the
hancement of the superconductivity in the K salt and N4
salt, respectively, by the reduction ofc and also the inter-
plane distance. In the highly anisotropic materials such
(TMTSF)2X, the hydrostatic pressure sometimes remo
the nesting instability of the Fermi surface and induces
superconductivity. In these cases, however, the super
ducting transition temperatureTC usually starts to decreas
with further increasing pressure. The suppression of the
perconductivity is generally ascribed to the decrease in
density of states, because the bandwidth is usually increa
by the hydrostatic pressure due to the decrease in the

ge.
4-6
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CONTROL OF ELECTRONIC PROPERTIES OF . . . PHYSICAL REVIEW B 64 155104
cell volume. In the present uniaxial strain study the unit-c
volume is also reduced; however, theTC continued to in-
crease to some extent. Therefore, the increase inTC cannot
be explained by the simple cell volume effect. It is to
noted that the uniaxial strain possibly causes not only
translations of molecule parallel to the external force but a
some changes in the molecular orientation. In thea-type
BEDT-TTF salts, both the in-planea and c axes are tilted
from donor molecular plane and are also not perpendicula
that. Therefore, the compression along thea andc axes pos-
sibly causes the changes in the dihedral angleud between
neighboring molecules. As is suggested by Moriet al., the
overlap integral of the two inclined BEDT-TTF molecule
strongly depends onud .22 The c-axis uniaxial strain may
increaseud , leading to the decrease in the intercolumn
transfer integral in the present compounds. Such chang
ud may increase theTC , because, naively speaking, th
bandwidth is largely dominated by the intercolumnar trans
integrals.

Moreover, we cannot rule out a possible change in
molecular dimerization under the uniaxial strain. In t
a-type BEDT-TTF salts, donor molecules do not stack u
formly within a column and there exists a weak dimerizatio
The degree of the dimerization is the largest in NH4 salt
among the series of the present compounds,23 and it might be
changed by the uniaxial strain. The strong dimerization se
rates the bands and, therefore, reduces the overlap bet
the two bands that across the Fermi level, leading to
increase in the density of states at the Fermi level in the
part of the band, while that in the 2D part of the band u
changed. The former may account for the increase in theTC .
In order to discuss the band structure, the geometry of
Fermi surface, the molecular dimerization, the density
a,

.

ai,

.
k

M.

-
S

Y.
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states at the Fermi level and the role of the Coulomb in
action, further investigations such as AMRO and the x-r
diffraction are needed.

V. CONCLUSION

We succeeded to artificially control the electronic prop
ties of a-~BEDT-TTF!2MHg~SCN!4 (M5K, NH4) by the
uniaxial strain method. Both compounds showed very si
lar electronic properties to each other by controlling the
plane lattice parametersa andc independently. The reduction
in c/a enhanced the superconductivity, while the increase
c/a stabilized the metallic state. The density-wave state
peared between them. The electronic properties of th
compounds can be systematically understood as a functio
c/a, the ratio of the in-plane lattice parameters. Because
the anisotropic thermal contraction, thec/a of the NH4 salt is
smaller than that of the others withM5K,Rb,Tl at low tem-
peratures at ambient pressure. This accounts for the re
why only the NH4 salt shows the superconductivity, whil
the others undergo the transition to the density-wave stat
ambient pressure. For more quantitative studies, however
have to clarify the exact arrangement of atoms or molecu
under uniaxial strain. We are preparing an x-ray diffracti
apparatus for this purpose.
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